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What
is Product
Engineering?

A Brief
Introduction

The Process
of innovating, designing, developing,

testing and deploying a software

product. The advent of new

technologies and utility based software

has led to the transformation from

traditional software engineering to

product engineering. Product

engineering takes care of the entire

product life cycle from the innovation

phase, starting from the idea being

conceived to the deployment and user

acceptance testing phase.



"The way we learn is being

disrupted by SOAL. We need

to get out of the traditional

classroom model of education.

SOAL has hit the nail with its

hybrid learning. I can see this

accelerated learning

pedagogy being a better

alternative to the top

engineering colleges around

the country."

AJIT 
RANGNEKARFormer Dean

Indian School of
Business



Product Engineering forms the basis

for a formidable career in technology,

be it software development, web

development, artificial intelligence, or

any other new collared roles.

Full stack product development is

the most sought after role in the

ecosystem. Opportunities are

growing more than 70% faster than

any other tech roles.

Future Ready

Career Prospects

Why
Product Engineering?



Product engineering readies one for

a career steeped in acceleration.

Technical expertise clubbed with

product development lifecycle

creates an orientation for progress.

Mastering the most formidable

tech stack will transition students

out of the sourcing ecosystem into

the product facing technology

environment.

360° Development

Upskill + Upgrade

Why
Product Engineering?
Contd.



Course
Structure

Phase
Milestone 1-4
& Evaluation

Milestone 5-8
& Evaluation

Milestone 9-12
& Evaluation

Milestone 13-16
& Evaluation

1
Phase 2

Phase3
Phase4



Phase 1

Build your fundamentals &

start exploring the rabbit

hole of bits and bytes.

Core Phase

Learning Competencies

Reading Syntax

Data Structures + Functions

Web Page Design 

Code Management

Design Patterns in JS

Chrome Extensions



Tech Stack

Git + GitHub Terminal + Bash

Command Line Interface

HTML+CSS

Javascript

AJAX

jQuery

Chrome extension API



Phase 2

Deep dive and gain

proficiency in technologies

that define modern

software craftsmanship.

Focus Phase

Learning Competencies

Working with APIs 

Database Management 

How The Web Works 

Test Driven Development

Single Page Applications

State Management Tool

MVC

ORM

Authentication Using OAuth



Node JS 

Express JS 

React

Redux

MongoDB

Postgresql

Redis

OAuth

Tech Stack



Phase 3

Explore newer technologies

and topics as you evolve

into a self-learning Product

Engineer.

Deep Focus
Phase

Learning Competencies

Cross Platform Interfacing 

Native Interfacing [iOS +

Android]

Decoupled Apps

Behaviour Driven

Development

Relational Databases

Working With WebSockets



Tech Stack

ReactNative

Electron

Docker

AWS

Web Servers

Websockets



Phase 4

Capstone
Phase
Learners design, develop

and deploy their own

Capstone Product - all the

way from ideation stage to

the final product!

Learning Competencies

Agile Workflow

Iterative Development

User Stories + Flow



Course
Duration

Weekdays:

Full Time
20 Weeks

Part Time
30 Weeks

11 am - 7 pm

Weekends: Self Paced Learning

Weekdays:

Weekends:

6 pm - 10 pm (3hrs)

11 am - 7 pm



"SOAL maintains a consistent

alignment with industry

requirements by keeping

education sharp, focused and

relevant. We need great

product developers and not

just good engineers. SOAL

promises to deliver on this

front."

PRADEEP
DESU

Recruiting

Head,

UBER India and
South Asia



One of our youngest learners,

Khushboo graduated from

SOAL & got a job before

she received her 10th

Marksheet.

Khusboo Pandit

Created an E-commerce

website where farmers

can directly sell to

customers & avoid

middlemen.

Vamshi

Learner

Success



Now an Open Source

contributor after

publishing an NPM

package to NodeJS

Ben Sooraj

Achieved her dream

job as a Product

Solutions Engineer at

Dunzo after SOAL

Sadhana B

Learner

Success



All of SOAL’s offline classes are

carried out at workspaces.

This provides our learners a real

world setting where they can

imbibe and understand the

functioning of the industry from

a first hand perspective. 

Workspace
Simulation



Our
Campuses

Hyderabad,

Innov8

Mumbai,

Innov8



Lifetime
Career
Assistance

Learning how to write code can be

quite the adventure, but making a

career out of it seems daunting for

many aspiring developers. After all, it’s

not just an employer who chooses you,

it’s also you who chooses the job. This

is precisely where our in-house career

team comes in where we will help in

the following ways:

Create
Your Personalized Brand

Strong
Networking



Personalized
Assistance

Mock
Interviews

Curated
Job feed

Communication
Enhancement



The fun of building a product or

an experience the next gen

digital user will consume is

something that cannot be

envisioned in silos. You will learn

how to work with product

designers and product

managers to ensure the best

version of the product reaches

users.

When you choose Product

Engineering at SOAL, you don’t

just learn, you get ready for life

SOAL Program
Features

Lifetime Career
Assistance

1.



With more than 400+ learners

and counting, SOAL Alumni are

placed in top companies

across industries, which means

better opportunities for

networking and referrals along

the way.

SOAL engages the top industry

mentors and experts to come

and share their learnings with

you. We keep our learners

aware of the changes and

challenges of the industry at

every step.

SOAL Alumni
Network

2.

Industry
Access

3.



We always have a product

mindset when we set out to ship

products our users will like. This is

the same mindset we aim to

inculcate when we created this

program.

Product Based
Learning + Portfolio

The fun of building a product or

an experience the next gen

digital user will consume is

something that cannot be

envisioned in silos. You will learn

how to work with product

designers and product

You will learn:

Product Based
Thinking Approach

1.



For your projects you will work

on building products which

have real-world implications.

Products which can actually be

used by various users for

solving problems.

When you graduate from SOAL,

you will have a portfolio of

products you have worked on

which makes for a good

contribution to your overall

profile and experience.

Build Real
World Products

2.

Build a
Portfolio

3.

g p

managers to ensure the best

version of the product reaches

users.



Contact us
www.soal.io

helllo@soal.io

Follow Us: soalindia
@soalindia

https://www.facebook.com/soalindia
https://twitter.com/SOALIndia
https://www.linkedin.com/school/soalindia
https://www.instagram.com/soalindia/

